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Download Pirate Hunter Pc Iso from GalaxyGames.com on Desktop Computers for Windows. Download-E.Com is one of the best place to download awesome and most popular games such as Pirate Hunter Pc Iso on PC for free. We support all types of operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS / OS X and Linux. You can find many similar games to Pirate Hunter Pc Iso in our games section. Please book mark our site.Salisbury to become South West’s first LED
street Salisbury was the first city in the country to convert its streetlights to LED in 2007. Now, as part of the South West’s ‘Light it Up!’ programme, their installation is to be replicated in Fareham, Portchester and Bournemouth - all located in the heart of the city’s business and shopping district. LED (light-emitting diode) streetlights will soon light up our city’s streets, in a programme by which three major cities in the South West will see its latest innovation
introduced. The first of these cities to embrace a new approach to street lighting is Salisbury, which has already seen its recently installed street lights switched on. For a number of reasons, Salisbury’s street lights will be the first to go green. First of all, because Salisbury is the first city in the country to adopt LED street lighting, we get a very good first-hand example to demonstrate the benefits of this type of lighting. As well as saving energy, which is reducing
emissions from the power grid, residents are now enjoying increased lighting as the streetlights illuminate every street corner for several hours after sunset. Secondly, because Salisbury is at the forefront of innovating new ways of operating the lighting system, the street lights have an additional function, which has only been achieved by scientists and engineers before now. By rotating between alternative frequencies every 45 minutes, the LEDs are able to create a
24-hour cycle of illumination that keeps the city safe and provides an additional period of safety on the popular evening tram route. While the benefits of LED street lighting are clear, one of the key issues for councils is the cost of maintaining and replacing traditional street lighting. Traditional street lighting costs as much as 10 times more than LED. The savings in energy also translate to city-wide utility bills, with the potential for savings of around £1million per
year. This £1million
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